
 
 
 
 

New solutions, shapes & technologies in the Delta Light collection 
New ranges launched at Light + Building 2016 

 
The Light + Building trade fair at Frankfurt, Germany (13.03-18.03) is known throughout the world as 
the leading event for the lighting industry. Belgian firm Delta Light® is exhibiting at the fair with a 
400m² stand, delighting visitors once more with new designs and next level technologies.  
 
“Our Lighting Bible 11 - New Collection catalogue is to be used as a supplement to the already extensive 
Lighting Bible 11 launched in April 2015”, says managing director Jan Ameloot. “It contains both completely 
new collections and extensions of the existing range. New decorative wall mounted luminaires to high-
performance downlighters, eye-catching circles floating to space, fully integrated made-to-measure profiles 
and wireless control dimming… continuous development of new lighting solutions is the heart and soul of the 
company”.  
 
One of the most remarkable scoops on the stand is the new Butler collection, designed by Arik Levy. “In-house 
R&D will always remain the core focus, but at the same time we love to challenge our boundaries in 
collaboration with other creatives”, says managing director Peter Ameloot. “Arik has proven his exceptional 
artistic eye in a multitude of disciplines over the years so we were confident that we could join forces to make 
something unique, but still matching the Delta Light style. Like us he is very passionate about his work. His 
credo that creation is an uncontrolled muscle goes for my father as well.” 
 
A summary of the new collection launched in Frankfurt: 
 
Pintor 
Efficiency, variability and flexibility meet at the highest level 
 
Pintor is a range of versatile ceiling recessed and surface mounted luminaire enabling to create discrete but 
diverse lighting scenographies. Pintor is engineered to perfection. Besides taking care of an ideal heat 
dissipation, the beveled heatsink makes the Pintor a highly powerful but compact luminaire.  
 
Innovative LED technology provides output up to 2900Lm, combined with excellent technical lighting features 
and industry leading colour rendering. With a wide choice in led engines, different colour temperatures and 
narrow spot to wide flood beams you have a full toolbox of lighting tools to your disposal to meet any project 
requirement. Pintor can also be equipped with Delta Light’s unique Soft Dim Technology, replicating the 
dimming behaviour of a conventional halogen lamp. 
 
The Pintor (Spanish for painter) refers to the paintable installation kit for the Pintor trimless, enabling a perfect 
integration of light in your project design. As both the front ring and inside tube can be chosen separately, in 
different colors, you can really customize your desired look & feel. Start painting with light thanks to the new 
Pintor range.  
 
Splitbox 
A mix of minimalism and high functionality 
  
The Splitbox is a trimless integrated lighting system, with the full flexibility of surface mounted lighting. A black 
minimalistic cove of 80mm wide and 225mm or 315mm long can be equipped one, two or three highly flexible 
spot modules. These Spy modules can remain encapsulated in the ceiling, or emerge in its entirety and  be 
tilted 90° while rotate 355°, allowing focused illumination in one swift move. 
 
The black background inside the cove creates an illusion of unendingness around the light spots, enforcing 
the fully integrated architectural lighting concept. A range of light refining accessories are available to 
guarantee optimal optic performance and maximum eye comfort. The outside of the Spy modules is available 
either black or white, which can be combined with exchangeable inserts in black, white, mat gold or a new 
silver grey finish.  
 
  



 
 
 
 
Want-it 
Elegant wall lighting for interior and exterior use 
 
Want-it is a new range of wall luminaires, available for both interior and exterior use. The streamlined and 
timeless design of the Want-it gives it a very flat and low-impact appearance, with no visible screws. The 
slightly curved edges provide a subtle twist to the design, while also creating a nicely delineated light pattern 
on the wall.  
 
The Want-it comes in a square and rectangular shape. While the exterior version comes in a aluminum grey 
and dark grey finish, the interior version is available in all white or a more decorative black and matt gold 
combination.  
 
Split-it PRO / ON 
Lighting paths that merge with architecture 
 
In this New Collection catalogue Delta Light takes it Split-it profile to the next level. The Split-it made-to-
measure lighting system which integrates with architecture, demonstrating that form and functionality of 
lighting have definitely gone down a new path, opening new ways to integrate "lighting paths" with 
architecture.    
 
The Split-it PRO is a single profile which can be used on its own, or in combination of two. When used as a 
single profile the Split-it concept can be used parallel with the wall. In a double set-up the Split-It PRO 
enables you to create a linear setting with dimensions of your choice. The new PRO version enables 
integration of edgeless lighting paths, either vertically or horizontally. Its 37° degree sharp edge gives walls 
and ceilings a ‘paper-thin’ appearance, with no visible wires and no shadow gaps, upgrading the level of 
architectural detail. It offers not only new ways to give shape to any lighting need, it also gives the possibility 
to integrate other engineering and technological necessities.  
 
The new Split-it On is a brand-new made-to-measure profile for surface mounted application. It combines the 
extreme versatility of the recessed version, adding extra flexibility with the miniature Split-it On downlight 
module. Two fixation options are available - direct fixation or suspension cables – to customize the position 
of the profile. Perfect to create continuous planes of light in spaces with changing ceiling heights. 
 
With its linear geometry both new Split-it profiles enable you to define spaces and create volumes, to show 
direction, frame the room and add sharp edged detail to your architecture. Both can be combined with a 
multitude of spots available for specific and demanding lighting needs. Ranging from 800lm to 2000lm, 
beams ranging from 11° up to 57° and different light sources. All tools are available to meet the specific 
needs of your project 
 
Virtual Reality App 
To inspire on different applications of the Split-It PRO & ON, Delta Light created a Virtual Reality 
experience. Virtual loft, lobby and retail environments can be seen with the Delta Light VR App – free to 
download in the App store – and a VR headset. All three environments inspire with creative applications of 
both new profile systems.  For more information go to www.deltalight.com/vr 
 
Super-oh 
Extending to a wide set of enlightening rings 
 
Recently neuroscientific research has shown affection for curves isn't just a matter of personal taste; it 
appears to be hard-wired into the brain. If so, the Super-Oh range is ready to meet your creative needs.  
 
The initial Super-Oh range was launched at Euroluce 2015. A series of slim black rings floating through 
space, finished either with integrated powerleds or the more retro-look version with classic light bulbs. Now 
Delta Light builds on the success of the launch, expanding the range feature multiple sizes and applications.  
 
  



 
 
 
With its 25cm or 39cm diameter, the Super-Oh XS (Extra Small) can be considered to be “little one” of the 
family. With only 5cm height, this perfectly curved circle holds a polycarbonate, hiding an intense clustered 
inner circle of the latest powerleds. This cirlce of leds is specially designed to guarantee a uniform and 
perfectly balanced light output, resulting in a very enjoyable diffuse lighting effect. The Supernova XS is 
available either for direct mounting, as a suspension or with a pivot, a flexible ceiling bracket enabling the 
user to tilt the disc up to 45°, and rotate 360°. 
 
The large sized Super-Oh range now also features a brand-new SBL version, a circular aluminium profile 
with integrated polycarbonate, offering a perfectly seamless ring of light. This SBL version comes in different 
diameters, either down or down-up light, with either multiple fixation points or a central suspension.  
 
To keep a consistent design code throughout your project you now also integrate a trimless Super-Oh. The 
result is a fully recessed, slim aureole. A symbol of infinity, without beginning or end, perfect, the ultimate 
geometric symbol seamlessly integrated into architecture.  
 
The Super-Oh can also be combined with Delta Light’s brand new Wireless Control Dimming module, 
allowing you to manage your Super-Oh from your mobile device.  
 
Woven Architecture 
Delta Light loves to not only inspire with new collections, but also to surprise its global audience with new 
stand design and product scenographies. The Light+Building 2016 stand features a 8m high black and 
copper woven façade.  Full walls are combined with an extraordinary structure of woven panels, providing a 
unique play of light and adding a semi-transparent look & feel. 
 
Inside the stand a 15m long – 8m high impressive atrium welcomes guests with a custom-built cluster of the 
new Super-Oh XS fixture. Throughout the 400m² stand visitors discover new collections of 2015, as well as a 
wide range of novelties shown for the first time.  
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